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t him and he said, Come and I will give you. great honor and a lot if money and

here we have another wonderful verse, vs. 15: "And Balkan answered. . .(read text)

That's a wonderful statement. If it had been said by anybody elc it would be

oomething that we would quote a great deal as a marve11ou ctatemeni, but you

rarely hear it quoted because of the general condemnation of Balasm. But its a

marvellouc statement. "1 cannnot go beyond the word of the Lord, to say less or

more" and h didn1t either as you read on.

But then vs. l9is a terrible vs. and vs. 19 is almost idential with the

vs. we looked at before which was a wonderful vs. And tbi is a terrible vs.

and the reason is bocaune it is in a different situation. There are very few

things that in themselves are right or wrong. It is the situation, it is the use

that is made of the thing that determines whether it is good or bad, whether it

is right or wrong. Here he said to them, Stay this night that I may know t/ what

the Lord will say to me. 14è11 he has already said it. He already knew God's will.ˆ

He didntt heed to look further. And it is amazing how many people you will find that

if you do something that is right will honor you, will glory in it, will say that

is marvellous and then when the time comes that they have a chance to loose some-

thing by following your example, or they have a chance to gain something by not
it

following hey they said, Will now I'm not sire what the Lordts will is on this

matter. I'll have to think and consider more. I remember one time when some of in had

come out of a church that h.id fallen into apostate control, and a woman said: That

is marvellous, you have left this apoetate church. That is sarvellous, I glory in

that you have done it."And she said, If the, Lord loads me to leave, I will leave,

but the Lord hsntt led me the way hets led you so Itm staying here now." Well I

believe we should find what the Lord's Will Is and then act upon it, and %% the

Lord's will is pretty apt to b° the same for ether% % people in the same situation.

So here Balsam knew the Lord's will but he didn't act on it. Hosaid, Let's

see here $ what the Lord's will is. And if you start trying to twist the S"ripture

to fit your desire, you generally can find an excuse. lot generally can find some

reason to convince youself that you are doing right oven when you know its wrong.
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